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TELEHOUSE NORTH | PRICE LIST

PRIVATE RACK COLOCATION

POINT TO POINT CIRCUITS

Available in quarter, half and full size, our private racks in Telehouse North
are 800mm wide and come with at least 100Mbps of IP transit included.

EXN can provide MPLS pseudowires between on-net datacentres, extending your network across multiple facilities. This can be thought of as
a single virtual ethernet cable between your sites, providing a simple and
reliable solution for your East to West traffic.

Our client portal allows remote reboots, custom labelled PDU ports and
real time power usage.
Quarter and half racks are subject to availability, please speak to our sales
team for more information.

SHARED RACK COLOCATION
Our colocated devices are hosted in our 800mm wide shared rack, physically managed by EX Networks engineers.
Our client portal allows remote reboots for your devices, giving you control from your desk.
All colocation packages come with 50Mbps of IP transit included and OOB
serial console ports for remote access to your network equipment.
POWER

SPACE

SETUP

MRC

0.25 amp

1U

£100.00

£100.00

0.5 amp

1U

£100.00

£150.00

1 amp

2U

£100.00

£300.00

None

+1U

£50.00

CROSS CONNECTS
Prices include patching. Prices are subject to change by the data centre
and must be confirmed prior to ordering.

For larger requirements, we can also offer 10G/100G DWDM wavelengths
between our sites.
Data Centres include:		
Telehouse East (THE)		
Equinix Slough (LD4/5/6/7)
Virtus Enfield		
Volta			
Iron Mountain AMS1

Telstra London Hosting Centre (LHC)
Equinix LD8 (formerly HEX)
Virtus Slough
Global Switch 2 (GS2)
DRT Dublin (Blanchardstown)

CAPACITY

SETUP

MRC

1G MPLS

£300.00

£300.00

10G Wave

£500.00

£500.00

100G Wave

POA

POA

IP TRANSIT - AS35266
Our multihomed IP transit is perfect for customers requiring the best
routes to all corners of the globe. EXN can provide both IPv4 and IPv6
transit, either announcing your IP addresses or providing you with a dedicated range.
COMMIT

SETUP

MRC PER MB

> 100 Mbps

None

£1.50

> 200 Mbps

None

£1.25

> 300 Mbps

None

£1.00

CABLE TYPE

SETUP

RECURRING

CAT 6 within THN (TIC)

First: £423.50
Additional: £121.00
Diverse route: £242.00

£165.00 /each annually

Single Mode Fibre /
Multi Mode Fibre within
THN (TIC)

First pair: £605.00
Additional: £121.00
Diverse route: £330.00

£330.00 /pair annually

Our Looking Glass can be found here: https://lg.as35266.net

Single Mode Fibre /
Multi Mode Fibre from
THN to THE/W/N2 (ILK)

£1,500.00 /pair

£3,700.00 /pair annually

INTELLIGENT HANDS

> 500 Mbps

None

£0.75

Flat 1G

None

£0.45

Our 24/7 support team with industry wide certifications ranging from the
network to the application layer will look after you and your data.
In an emergency, our centrally located offices and engineers deployed in
the Docklands on a daily basis means you can save valuable minutes when
time is the most critical factor.

For a bespoke quotation, tailored to your exact requirements,
please contact our sales team.

DESCRIPTION

RECURRING

PERIOD

Intelligent Hands - Working Hours

£100.00

Hourly

Intelligent Hands - Out Of Hours

£150.00

Hourly
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